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SERVICE SCHEDULE

Notes from Nigel

W

Sunday

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I
Followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult
Forums

hen I arrived at St. Augustine’s in the fall of 2000 our par- 10:30 am Eucharist Rite II
ish had a physical plant that consisted of two buildings:
With music, church school & child
care. Followed by coffee/fellowship

• The Old Building: the original church (converted into three
classrooms) and two small offices, and

Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with
incense)

• The New Building: our current church on top of an undercroft Tuesday
which acted as the fellowship hall.

7:00 pm Quiet Time Meditation

The people I met back then were proud – and rightly so – that the Wednesday
debt for the New Building had been retired in under ten years – 10:00 am Eucharist and Holy
most unusual for all but the wealthiest of churches. As we entered Unction (Prayers for Healing)
the new year of 2001 together St. Augustine’s was debt-free.

CHURCH STAFF

As we begin a new year we likewise do so with no outstanding
debt. This time around, however, the cost of new construction was The Rev. Nigel Taber-Hamilton,
substantially higher, around $2.2 million, and we retired that debt Rector
Susan Sandri,
in less than three years – a quite remarkable feat for a congregaSenior Warden
Ron St. George,
tion of our size and annual budget.
Junior Warden

We should all pat ourselves on the back for this remarkable feat!
We now have facilities that are the envy of many of the churches of our diocese, and of most churches on the south end of our
island.

Kim Jones,

The retirement of this debt is also an important moment for us
because it frees up our focus to think beyond bricks and mortar
and wonder what’s next for us as a community of faith: where do
we want to put our energies now? What new challenges are being
laid before us? How can we use the talents God has given us for
the building up of the Kingdom?

Bookkeeper

In that light I want to suggest a good new years’ resolution to you:
that we will, together, wonder and dream about our future AND
commit to making that dream, those dreams, into a reality.
Happy new year!
Nigel
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regular stuff

From your Editor

T

his Christmas time that we’ve just experienced – or are experiencing (depending
upon when we read this) is certainly a time for
thoughts of peace and goodwill. Little Ocean
Sipes (our featured celebrity this month), in all
his innocence and purity, has nothing but possibility ahead of him.

Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forum Schedule
M

The craziness and chaos that make up our
worldly lives must find mitigation somewhere.
I find it (the peace and goodwill - the mitigated
craziness) in the love of my friends and companions, those I choose to be with, and how we
choose to share our lives.
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Our God is one of peace and order – and community. As we come together and share our burdens, they are lighter for each of us — and the
sharing of joys increases their presence as well.
After a period, like a year, of striving, we need
a time to recuperate, like the night of rest after a
hard day’s work. Simple meals, conversation, one
on one, intimacy and honesty, letting go, and
taking in, renewal and refreshment, all ingredients for making a great 2014.

BIRTHDAYS

JANUARY

ANNIVESARIES
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Not Just a Certificate
features

Welcome Sipes
Harry the Woodpecker

The Light this month is simple and unincumbered, like Ocean. Maybe we can follow his
example and look forward with free and open
minds to the transcendant possibilities that lie
before us.

Blessed Are the Peacemakers

Environmental Priorities

Light for The Light

God bless, my friends,
Albert
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Notes from Nigel

Click on any entry in this Table of Contents to be taken directly
to that article. Click on any page number to return to this page.
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Welcome Gwen, Lowell, and Ocean Sipes. The Sipes are a new family, since August, at St. Augutine’s. Lowell is an art teacher at Oak Harbor Middle School. Gwen
is busy being a mom and teaching belly dancing. Ocean is just trying to figure things out. There
are 4 generations of Ocean’s family represented at St. Augustines. Gwen’s mom, Karen Fay, and her
grandmother, Maria McKinney, come all the way from Redmond to worship with us on Sundays.
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New Children’s Book!

Harry the Woodpecker’s Search For a Home
by Joy and Craig Johnson

J

oin Harry and Harriet’s search for the perfect place to raise a family. Fly alongside these remarkable birds as they face and overcome challenges. Watch the dedicated parents create a nest
cavity, then care for and teach their youngsters how to forage and survive on their own. Celebrate the renewal of life with these Hairy Woodpeckers.
Beautifully illustrated in watercolor by Craig, this book has lots of fun, true-to-life information
about woodpeckers woven into the story.
Fun for all ages and a great way to introduce kids to birds they may see in their own backyard.
This is the second children’s book for the Johnsons. First was The Amazing Hummingbird Story of
Red Rufous.
The Johnsons also created a photographic bird book, Our Pacific Northwest Birds & Habitat. and a
new DVD, Birds, Backyard Habitat and Beyond.
Printed locally to support local economy. Printer has won awards for “green” printing.
Available at many stores on Whidbey Island or through their website: www.pugetsoundbackyardbirds.com
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Blessed Are the Peace Makers

Celebrate the Witness of Martin Luther King, Jr.

O

n Monday, January 20, the day set
aside to honor the nonviolent witness
of Martin Luther King, Jr., the St.
Augustine’s Episcopal Peace Fellowship will sponsor the ninth annual Whidbey Island
“Blessed be the Peace Makers” Martin Luther King
community event. The service will be held at St.
Augustine’s commencing at 1:00, preceded by salads
and beverages in Campbell Hall served from 12 to
12:45.
The service will feature an interactive dialog with
readings from the pews by St. Augustine’s Episcopal
Peace Fellowship members and Whidbey youth.
This year’s topic will be the “Children’s March”
or as a historian of the Civil Rights Movement
has referred to it the, “Children’s Miracle.” The
Children’s March occurred in May, 1963 as part of
the campaign to remove discriminatory segregation
laws and practices in Birmingham, Alabama.

Birmingham was the key to ending legal segregation
and discrimination against African Americans.
Birmingham was the most rigidly segregated city in
the country. A racist Safety Commissioner, “Bull”
Conner,” a police force filled with active KKK
members, and numerous bombings - black residents
called the city “Bombingham” - maintained the
system of racial segregation.
The campaign led by Dr. King and the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference used the weapons
of nonviolent marches, civil disobedience and
economic boycotts to ultimately bring an end to
this brutal racist system. The goal was to fill the jails
with nonviolent protestors. The campaign nearly
failed because of the reluctance of adults to go to
jail. Adults were the family breadwinners and being
jailed would mean the loss of employment and other
reprisals. However, youth were not employed and
they could fill jails. High school age and younger
had a job - to fill the jails. This was the “Children’s
Miracle.” Marching out of the 16th Street Baptist
Church the youth, maintaining a nonviolent
discipline, faced with indignity, fire hoses, and
police dogs. Through television the nation observed
both their courage and the rightness of the
cause. Birmingham was eventually forced to end
segregation and the Kennedy administration was
pressured into introducing to Congress what became
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
At the “Blessed Are the Peacemakers” celebration
Karl Olsen, the Trinity Lutheran Music Minister,
will again lead the singing of Civil Rights anthems
and Afro American spirituals. ICTHUS Trinity
Lutheran youth choir will also perform.
Augustine parishioners are encouraged to join
the Whidbey community in honoring Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and the nonviolent Civil Rights
Movement.
Childcare will be provided. Families and youth are
encouraged to attend.
...And, yes there is a free lunch! Complimentary salads
courtesy of St. Augustine’s Episcopal Peace Fellowship.
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Washington State Legislature

S

2014 Environmental Priorities

tarting January 13th, the 2014 session will begin what is set to be 60 days of legislative
action. Things move fast in a short session; that is why the Environmental Priorities Coalition* is presenting the legislature with two straightforward, commonsense opportunities
for progress: closing a tax loophole that benefits only oil companies, and protecting communities from the increasing threat of oil spills.

Closing the Oil Tax Loophole
Currently, Washington State gives away tens of millions of state dollars each year ($41 million this
biennium alone) to out-of-state oil companies via a little-known tax loophole. This legislation would
hold polluters accountable for the pollution they put into air and water. These public funds should
be focused instead on education and other community investments.
Oil Spill Prevention Act
Washington’s waters face the risk of oil spills and accidents every day. New proposals to increase
the amount of oil moving through our state make it more urgent than ever to protect the health of
state waterways and improve safety in communities across Washington. That is why the Environmental Priorities Coalition will be advocating for more information on how much and what kind of
oil is moving through our state, as well as improved safety standards to protect state waterways and
coasts.
* The Environmental Priorities Coalition includes 22 environmental, public interest, good government and faith organizations. The coalition’s goal is the achievement of legislation in Olympia that
is beneficial for the environment and the state’s natural resources.
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Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: January

J

anuary has always been a special month in our yearly calendars. It is a time of new hopes, determined resolutions, and endless possibilities. We all hope for a better world and a better life for our
fellow citizens, family, and ourselves. We also resolve in some way or fashion to be a better person.
Finally, the new year allows us to contemplate positive, good, and perhaps life-transforming things for
our loved ones. From an Adult Forum perspective, we hope you will like the Sunday lectures we have
lined-up for you in the new year. We resolve to present you with illuminating and thought-provoking discussions on a wide range of topics, including theology, ecology, health, and public service. The
forum possibilities for enlightenment, surprise, and debate promise to be boundless.
We will conclude our series on early Christian writings and beliefs this month, and say good bye to
Dr. Bart Ehrman, our distinguished lecturer, for the time being. In February, we will introduce a new
series on the history of Christianity in the Reformation era, featuring Professor Brad S. Gregory.
The January forum dates, subject matter, and presenters are noted below:
5 January – Formation of the New Testament. Contrary to popular belief, the cannon of the New
Testament's 27 books did not emerge at the very beginning of the Christian movement. Although
written in the 1st century, or soon thereafter, it took three hundred years before these books were declared canonical. The proto-orthodox Christians established a set of criteria to determine which books
should belong to the canon. A book needed to be ancient (written in 1st or 2nd century), it needed to
be apostolic, it needed to be orthodox, and it needed to be widely recognized throughout the church.
Nothing that advocated a false view of Christianity could be accepted into the canon. Ted Brookes
presents.
12 January – Interpretation of Scripture. Deciding which books to include in the canon was not
enough to ensure the proto-orthodox understanding of the Christian faith. There were numerous ways
to interpret the books of Scripture, and the early Christian centuries saw numerous debates over interpretation. The proto-orthodox way of interpreting scripture was to take the literal meaning as primary.
However, we should always remember that the ways of reading texts that we ourselves have learned are
not necessarily obvious, right, or commonsensical. The interpretation of these texts , which are now
considered common sense, are so classified because the proto-orthodox Christians won the debate
over interpretation centuries ago. Ted Brookes presents.
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19 January – Orthodox Corruption of Scripture. Of the nearly 5400 copies of New Testament
writings that survive today in the original Greek, no two are exactly alike. All of the available texts
were copied by hand. Further, the New Testament is also preserved in different language versions,
i.e., Latin, Syriac, Coptic, Old Georgian, and Armenian. Most of the differences found in the various texts are pure accidents, misspelled words, and words or lines dropped out or written twice.
However, some of the changes appear to have been made intentionally. As scribes tried to make
sense of the texts they were copying they sometimes purposefully changed the text to change the
sense. Ted Brookes presents.
26 January – Early Christian Creeds. The final lecture considers the formation of Christian
creeds. These are statements of faith to determine which was true (orthodox) and which was false
(heretical). The well-known creeds of the 4th century, such as the Nicene Creed, were developed
from earlier formations known as the “Rule of Faith,” and from confessions of converts before
baptism. Christianity was different from all other religions in the Greco-Roman world from its very
beginning. It stressed not only the importance of belief, but of correct belief. Christianity uniquely
insisted that its understanding of the relationship with God was the only true one and there was no
other way to salvation. Ted Brookes presents.

The Greening Committee

Light for The Light

J

ust when you have finished installing the most efficient compact fluorescent lights (CFLs)
throughout the house, something new arrives!

The new energy efficient bulbs are Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) and have arrived looking somewhat like your old incandescent light bulbs. There are, however, many large differences:
LEDs use 85% less energy than an incandescent bulb.
An LED bulb’s lifetime is 50,000 hours. For the average household usage that bulb should last 20
years.
There are choices of light—soft white, bright white, and daylight.
Unlike CFLs, LED bulbs come on instantly and are dimmable!!
If you go to a store, LED bulbs are expensive ($12.97); on sale they can be $8.00 each. However,
with the support of Puget Sound Energy, CREE 40 and 60 watt equivalent bulbs are available at
Home Depot in Oak Harbor for $4.97.
The green revolution in household energy usage continues and we hope that you will be interested
in this development.
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Mission Sunday Offering January 2014

F

Friends of Friends

riends of Friends Medical Support Fund is a community-supported fund offer-

ing financial help to South Whidbey residents with medically-related bills they cannot afford
to pay. Friends of Friends limits its assistance to those who live in Clinton, Freeland, Langley,
and Greenbank neighborhoods.
We are a non-profit, medical safety net offering temporary shelter from unexpected medical hardship. We help with doctor visits, lab work, screening exams (e.g. Pap tests and mammograms),
hospital payments, prescription or over-the-counter medications, emergency dental work, ferry fares
to medical treatment, and medical supplies and equipment. Through the generosity of the people of South Whidbey, FoF is able to help our neighbors meet their medical needs, making direct
payments on their behalf to health providers, pharmacies, etc., up to our annual limit per individual. So far in 2013, we have helped 225 people compared to 234 in 2012. Approximately 86% or
our donations go toward helping others. Our overhead consists of: salary for our very part-time employee, postage, accounting, service charges, and outreach (printing and postage). Because we don’t
have an office we’re able to keep our expenses low. We rely on donations from the South Whidbey
community: individual, service organization, churches, and business, as well as an annual newsletter, and our annual fundraiser, the Mr. South Whidbey Pageant (our own Gordon Stewart!).
Friends of Friends has been helping people on South Whidbey Island since 1997. This grass-roots
organization started with a personal letter to 75 friends of founder, Lynn Willeford, asking each for
a $100 donation--$7,500 and 11 grateful recipients later, Friends of Friends was on its way. By its
sixth year, the organization raised enough money to help 168 people, paying about $50,000 worth
of bills for doctors, dentists, hospitals, medications, and medical transport. In its first 10 years, the
organization helped about one thousand people providing a little less than $400,000 in medical
expenses.

The all-volunteer organization incorporated as a non-profit in 2000. And in 2006, due to an increase in calls for help, Friends of Friends hired its first paid Service Coordinator to ensure our
continued availability, prompt response, and personal attention as we face the growing needs in our
community. To date, we have raised over a million dollars through the generosity and support of the
local community—all to help our friends and neighbors!
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The Beauty of God’s Creation; Our Legacy
Everybody needs beauty as well as
bread, places to play in and pray
in, where nature may heal and give
strength to body and soul.
John Muir

Photo by
Tom Williams
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Bird of the Month

This is the fourth in a new series contributed by Craig and Joy Johnson
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DRAWING
LESSONS

THROUGH OUR WHIDBEY
ISLAND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
CENTER/OLD BAYVIEW SCHOOL

Taught by Albert Rose. See Albert or Rich
Parker, Center Director, for dates and times.

St. Augustine’s-in-the-Woods

Recycles!

The empty inkjet cartridges that we usually throw
away as trash can be recycled and remanufactured.
Bring those empty cartridges to church and put
them in one of our collection boxes.
St. Augustine’s youth programs get paid up to
$4.00 for each empty inkjet cartridge that has
a print head, regardless of the brand or type.
Remember: Put the cartridge in the original
box that you would have thrown away after
it has been replaced to keep it safe from
damages and spills, or a Ziploc bag.

email: arose@albertrose.com, phone 360-331-4997

HELP
WANTED
REPORTER/CORRESPONDANT

St. Augustine’s is a GREENING
congregation!

Look for the aluminum foil covered box in
the Fireside Room

Thank You!
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for The Light. Pay is high in
satisfaction and notoriety. Work from
home and telecommunicate. Training
available for the right candidate.
Good communication skills required.
Knowledge of Microsoft word helpful.
Talk to Albert for details 360-331-4997

BIRTHDAYS

JANUARY

1. Beth Sizer, Jean-Claude Renoux
2. Jack Wood, Celia & Terry Metz
3. Ashley McConnaughey
5. Ann Fruechte
6. Jack Levit, Lyn De Shong,
Egon & Laina Molbak
7. Genevieve & Gilbert Nyerges
8. Alan Hancock
9. Diana Klein
11. Gaither Kodis, Mike Seymour
12. Nettie & Pete Snyder

December

Vestry Recap

ANNIVESARIES

13. Jack Wallock, Jim Norman
15. Barry Levit, Elizabeth Hancock
16. Bob Mann, Jo Davies
17. Claree Vandegrift, Jody Levit,
Laura Luginbill
19. Dick Hall,Glen Corell, Judie Hoiseth
22. Isabel Neddow, Ray Haman
24. Hugh Tocheny
26. Sharon Beck
28. Anne Pringle, Terry Bible
29. Joan Focht, Lynda Dial

St. Augustine’s vestry meets regularly on the third
Thursday of the month. This latest synopsis of your
governing board’s deliberations is here for your perusal. Meetings are open for congregational attendance.

• Claree Vandergrift, Bill Skubi, and Seth Luginbill were elected to the Vestry. Very special thanks
to retiring members Susan, Harry and Bert for their faithful service.
• It seems very likely that Fr. Bill’s house will be sold by the end of December.
• Susan (bless her heart) has gone to great effort to bring our bylaws into conformance with those
of the Diocese and the national church. No easy task as both of the latter have changed significantly over a few short years. Kudos to Susan!
• We discussed the parking and seating situation further. Both may soon need to be addressed, as
well as building and grounds upkeep. Growth is good!
Respectfully,
Biagio Sancetta
Clerk of the Vestry
with special thanks to Diane Divelbess for being volunteered as acting clerk
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Not Just a Certificate

Remarks by Anne Katherine at her wedding with Sherry Ascher

T

he night Governor Gregoire signed into law the right for us to marry, I came home from
bridge to a proposal, complete with flowers and bended knee. Sherry is very, very good with
big moments.

Then when the US Supreme Court upheld marriage equity, I soared, as anyone does, who becomes
included in the rights that a large number of compatriots have enjoyed for centuries. When you’re
on the inside of a culture, it’s easy to take your options for granted. But when you’re on the outside
in some way, the lack of choice looms large. Being invited inside the barrier brings the new privilege
into your whole body. It’s an inclusion that shines. It’s a treasure.
At first, when we decided to marry, I thought, “We’ve been together 24 years. We’ve already been
through riches and poverty, sickness and health, stresses that tested us. As much as we are joyous to
have this new privilege, it can’t make that much difference.”
Then a change began. We looked at our partnership all over again. Things we’d only tolerated came
under a sharper light. Do I really want to be joined with this woman who leaves her shoes for me
to trip over? Does she really want to be tied to such a smartass? The idea of a marriage went from
being a lark to a solemn commitment. We even pulled apart a bit, as we examined the molecules of
our relationship.
And then we both came to a Yes. A very solid yes. A yes that held no reservations. Almost daily, it
seems, we reached another new depth of connection. I could feel the union growing between us. I
found out there is no ceiling to love. It can become greater, forever.
Getting married, legally, has brought us to an entirely new level of union. A marriage certificate is
not just a piece of paper, causing only a ripple, as some have said. It’s a sea change.
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